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Note: TPC will be updated periodically. If you are interested, please send CV using the following link for our review.
http://www.geomate.org/tpc.html

Role of the Technical Program Committee:
Thank you so much for your TPC application. We have received a lot of applications. Among many applications, we have nominated a few as given above. Congratulations for being nominated as GEOMATE TPC member. Some members have asked about the right and role of TPC members. As for the right, you can cancel your TPC at any time. The major returns to the TPC members are the name and reputation for academic and profession. The return in more like “in-kind” too, back to your service to the society. As you know, GEOMATE has established a few years’ experience in that the conference procedure has been standardized. However, the quality of GEOMATE can be improved by the role of TPC members. The main role of the Technical Program Committee members is to help promote and publicize the conference, to help review submitted papers, and to help locate conference sponsors. The quality of the conference will be enhanced if the Technical Program Committee members can present their papers at the conference.